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Abstract
The valid assessment of vocabulary development in 
dual-language-learning infants is critical to developmen-
tal science. We developed the Dual Language Learners 
English-Spanish (DLL-ES) Inventories to measure vocab-
ularies of U.S. English-Spanish DLLs. The inventories 
provide translation equivalents for all Spanish and English 
items on Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) 
short forms; extended inventories based on CDI long forms; 
and Spanish language-variety options. Item-Response 
Theory analyses applied to Wordbank and Web-CDI data 
(n = 2603, 12–18 months; n = 6722, 16–36 months; half 
female; 1% Asian, 3% Black, 2% Hispanic, 30% White, 
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Every healthy child learns language, but each follows a unique path in the rate and content of their 
vocabulary development. Thus, measures of individual differences in the words that infants under-
stand and produce are critical to research and practice. Developmental researchers use a variety of 
approaches to assess early language development (Bornstein & Haynes,  1998; Pace et  al.,  2021). 
Looking time and eye-tracking studies test the words and grammar that infants and toddlers under-
stand (Fernald et al., 1998; Golinkoff et al., 2013; Naigles, 2021). Audio and video recordings allow 
in-depth transcription and analysis of children's semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic skills (e.g., 
MacWhinney,  2019). And caregiver report—the focus here—yields easy to obtain, valid data on 
infants' language skills given caregivers' familiarity with what infants say and understand (e.g., Bates 
et al., 1988; Dale, 1991; Floccia et al., 2018). Indeed, since their creation more than 30 years ago, 
the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories (CDIs) are widely used instruments 
for the reporting of infant and toddler language development, with adaptations available in multiple 
languages.

In the United States, Spanish is the most widely-used language after English. The large number 
of dual-language-learning (DLL) U.S. Hispanic children calls for instruments to assess vocabulary in 
English and Spanish (Hoff et al., 2012; Pearson & Fernández, 1994). However, the original CDI forms 
were created and normed on monolingual samples, with the goal of developing valid word lists for each 
language separately. Thus, they do not contain fully-matched items (i.e., translation equivalents) across 
languages. Examining children's receptive and productive language on a complete list of translation 
equivalents has advantages for addressing longstanding questions about DLLs' language development.

We aimed to expand opportunities to address core theoretical questions about the vocabulary devel-
opment of Spanish-English DLLs through the creation of the Dual Language Learners English-Spanish 
(DLL-ES) Inventories. These inventories include fully-matched translation equivalents for all items on 
English and Spanish existing CDI short forms, offer additional matched items drawn from CDI long 
forms, incorporate options for different language varieties in Spanish-speaking populations, and show 
near-perfect alignment with estimated scores based on existing CDI long forms. The valid assessment 
of DLL children's early language skills has enormous practical significance: Children's early language 
skills predict later language development, which, in turn, cascades to social and academic skills in 
childhood and adolescence (Pace et al., 2019).

1.1 | Caregiver-report of child language

Caregiver report of child language became a formal scientific tradition in the 1970s. Researchers 
initially assessed children's vocabulary through open-ended interviews with a few caregivers (Bates 

64% unknown) showed near-perfect associations between 
DLL-ES and CDI long-form scores. Interviews with 10 
Hispanic mothers of 18- to 24-month-olds (2 White, 1 
Black, 7 multi-racial; 6 female) provide a proof of concept 
for the value of the DLL-ES for assessing the vocabularies 
of DLLs.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al. 3

et  al.,  1975) and later administered structured checklists of common early-learned words to large 
samples of parents, who reported on the words that their children understood and produced (Bates 
et al., 1988). Structured checklists, in turn, evolved into the MacArthur-Bates CDIs, one of the most 
widely used language report instruments in developmental science (Frank et al., 2021).

After its publication, the CDI became a widely accepted measure for assessing infant vocabu-
lary to address a variety of questions (e.g., Bauer et  al.,  2002; Fernald & Marchman,  2012; Hoff 
et al., 2012; Tsao et al., 2004; Walle & Campos, 2014; West et al., 2019). Widespread use of the CDI 
resulted in Wordbank, an open science repository for vocabulary data (Frank et al., 2021).

Multiple versions of the CDI are available for children of different ages. The CDI Words and Gestures 
form (8–18 months of age) assesses children's word comprehension and production of a list of words 
and includes a section on children's gestures. The Words and Sentences form (16–30 months) includes 
productive vocabulary items and a section on grammar. Both inventories come in short forms with 
fewer items. The CDI short forms were normed on a cross-sectional sample of 1379 English-speaking 
children (Fenson, et al., 2000), and the CDI long forms were normed on a cross-sectional sample of 
4000+ children (Fenson et al., 2007).

Communicative Development Inventory short and long forms provide summary scores of the total 
number of words children produce (and understand at younger ages) and allow researchers to calcu-
late age percentiles relative to the norming samples. Importantly, CDI forms demonstrate moderate 
to high concurrent, convergent, and predictive associations to other measures of children's expressive 
vocabulary and language comprehension, and distinguish between typically-developing children and 
children with language impairments and other disabilities (Dale, 1991; Friend & Keplinger, 2008; 
Miller et al., 1995; Ring & Fenson, 2000; Thal et al., 1999).

1.1.1 | Development and use of the Spanish Communicative Development 
Inventory

The CDI has been adapted for more than 100 languages (e.g., Spanish, American Sign Language, 
Korean) and language varieties (e.g., British and Australian English, Mexican and European Span-
ish) beyond the original U.S.-based American English inventories (e.g., Anderson & Reilly, 2002; 
Frank et al., 2021; Hamilton et al., 2000; Jackson-Maldonaldo et al., 1993; Kalashnikova et al., 2016; 
Pae, 2003). A major tenet behind the creation of CDI forms in languages other than English is the 
focus on adaptation, not translation. Consequently, CDI adaptations include culturally relevant words 
rather than translations of U.S. English words, with percentiles based on samples of monolingual 
children in target countries.

Spanish adaptations of the CDI have been available since the early 1990s. Mexican Spanish adap-
tations are the most widely used forms in the United States, are available in short and long forms, 
and have versions for younger and older infants. The Mexican Spanish long-form and short-form 
adaptations were developed and normed on 1872 and 3135 monolingual Spanish-speaking children in 
Mexico, respectively (Jackson-Maldonaldo et al., 1993, 2013).

1.1.2 | Use of Communicative Development Inventories in dual-language 
learners

Accurate estimates of DLL's vocabularies require administration of both language forms, because 
focus on only one language may underestimate vocabulary size by ignoring words that children 
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al.4

 understand or produce in their other language (e.g., Hoff et al., 2012). Thus, researchers often use 
both English and Spanish versions of the CDI to estimate vocabulary in U.S. English-Spanish DLL 
infants and toddlers (e.g., Core et al., 2013; de Houwer et al., 2014; Mancilla-Martínez et al., 2011; 
Pearson & Fernández, 1994; Song et al., 2012). The combined use of long-form CDIs in two or more 
languages allows researchers to generate total vocabulary and conceptual vocabulary scores, with each 
offering unique information about children's language development (e.g., Core et al., 2013; Marchman 
& Martínez-Sussmann, 2002; Pearson & Fernández, 1994).

Total vocabulary scores sum the number of words children understand or produce across their 
languages, and can be used to estimate a child's placement relative to other children (e.g., Mayor & 
Plunkett, 2011). However, total vocabulary may overestimate DLLs' vocabulary size relative to that 
of monolingual children because caregivers report on more words from two non-matching forms than 
they would for either form alone. For example, a caregiver of a DLL child filling out both English and 
Spanish CDI shortforms may indicate that a child says “hat” which appears on the American English 
(but not Mexican Spanish) form and “falda (skirt)” which appears on the Mexican Spanish (but not 
American English) form, potentially crediting the child with two words. In contrast, a caregiver of 
a monolingual English-speaking child filling out just the English form could only indicate if the 
child said “hat”. Similarly, a caregiver of a monolingual Spanish-speaking child could only indicate 
if the child said “falda”. In both monolingual cases, the maximum credit would be one word. More-
over, lack of item matches prevents analysis of whether learning a word in one language increases 
the likelihood of learning a translation equivalent in the other (e.g., Bilson et al., 2015), as seen for 
phonologically-similar languages (Floccia et al., 2018).

In contrast, conceptual vocabulary credits a word based on a child's understanding or production 
of the word for the single concept whether spoken in one or both languages (e.g., “dog” and “perro” 
would qualify as one concept, as would either “dog” or “perro”). Thus, conceptual vocabulary scores 
may underestimate DLLs' vocabulary size because a child may have two words for a single concept, 
whereas a monolingual child has only one (Core et  al.,  2013; Thordardottir et  al.,  2006). Thus, 
fully-matched inventories would allow researchers to assess both total and conceptual vocabulary 
across languages and test factors that relate to both. For example, whether a child learns the word for 
a concept in two languages may be driven by the child's specific learning context rather than overall 
language skills or vocabulary.

1.2 | Limitations on use of the Communicative Development Inventory 
forms with dual-language learners

Despite the common practice of using both English and Spanish CDIs in research with DLL children, 
the inventories were originally designed for use with monolingual children. Thus, combining forms 
may pose problems when used with U.S. English-Spanish DLLs.

1.2.1 | Lack of item overlap

The goals in creating English and Spanish CDI short forms resulted in numerous non-overlapping 
items. Creators sought to identify a subset of 100 words from the long forms that correlated most 
strongly with total long form scores; discriminated among children at all ages and ability levels; and 
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al. 5

balanced word representation across semantic categories (e.g., clothing words, food words). Percen-
tiles for item-response frequencies were based on monolingual children, and word selection was not 
conducted with translation equivalence in mind. Consequently, English and Spanish short forms have 
minimal item overlap.

Incomplete matching across English and Spanish CDI short forms requires researchers to rely 
on a smaller subset of words when calculating conceptual vocabulary and to sum across different 
words for total vocabulary. Restrictions incurred by mismatched items make it difficult to determine 
the value of conceptual vocabulary or total vocabulary scores in DLLs' language development (Core 
et al., 2013; Pearson & Fernández, 1994; Thordardottir et al., 2006). In contrast, full item overlap 
allows researchers to calculate total and conceptual vocabulary scores and address questions about 
mutual exclusivity and phonological similarity (for example) by delving into characteristics associ-
ated with item overlap in the lexicons of bilinguals (e.g., Bialystok et al., 2010; Byers-Heinlein & 
Werker, 2013; DeAnda et al., 2016; Frank & Poulin-Dubois, 2002; Genesee, 2001; Houston-Price 
et al., 2010).

1.2.2 | Lack of attention to Spanish language varieties

Adaptations normed on Mexican children are the most widely used Spanish CDI forms in the United 
States (Jackson-Maldonaldo et  al.,  1993). However, each Spanish-speaking country has unique 
customs, traditions, and language varieties. Consequently, caregivers from different nationalities 
may not recognize, or use, some of the words on the Mexican Spanish CDI forms and leading to 
underreporting of the concepts that children understand or produce (Gonzalez & Nelson, 2018). Inclu-
sivity across Spanish-English DLL populations calls for options for word variants. Wide availability 
of inclusive word sets offers greater transparency and reproducibility than modifications conducted by 
individual investigators. Although the CDI recommends to report acceptable cultural word variants, 
there are no consistent varieties across administration manuals. Including options directly on forms 
would improve administration consistency.

1.2.3 | Addressing the burden of administering two Communicative 
Development Inventory long forms

Researchers who wish to assess a large inventory of words may choose to administer CDI long forms 
in Spanish and English. However, this would require caregivers to report on an unwieldy number of 
items—824 words across English and Spanish CDI Words and Gestures forms, and 1360 words in 
English and Spanish CDI Words and Sentences forms. One way to reduce burden is to target words 
that already contain matches on the other form by focusing on concrete nouns and action verbs. For 
example, although caregivers may confidently report that their child understands “bread” and its 
Spanish translation equivalent “pan”, they may be uncertain whether their child understands more 
abstract concepts such as “yesterday” and “ayer”. The level of a word's concreteness relates to chil-
dren's comprehension and production of the word (Bornstein et  al.,  2004; Braginsky et  al.,  2019; 
Hirsh-Pasek & Golinkoff, 1996), and concrete nouns and action verbs words dominate children's early 
vocabularies.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al.6

1.3 | Toward a new approach: Dual Language Learners English-Spanish 
inventories

We developed the Dual Language Learners English-Spanish (DLL-ES) Inventories to improve the 
assessment of DLL infants' receptive and expressive vocabularies. The DLL-ES Inventories contain 
fully matched items across English and Spanish forms and word options for Spanish-language 
varieties, allowing researchers to address core questions on the vocabulary development of 
Spanish-English bilingual infants and toddlers. Here, we sought to confirm the convergent validity 
and feasibility of the DLL-ES inventories. In Study 1, we documented the measurement prop-
erties of simulated DLL-ES scores relative to CDI vocabulary data shared on Wordbank (Frank 
et al., 2021) and Web-CDI (de Mayo et al., 2021). In Study 2, we report on a test case of mothers of 
U.S. Dual-language-learning infants to assess feasibility and administration time, and to illustrate 
the value of fully matched inventories for describing individual differences in children's Spanish 
and English vocabularies.

2 | STUDY 1: MEASUREMENT PROPERTIES

2.1 | Method

2.1.1 | Participants

Measurement properties of the DLL-ES Matched and Extended Inventories were evaluated through 
analysis of data on 2603 CDI Words and Gesture administrations of children at 12–18 months (1250 
female, 1330 male) in English (n = 2057) and Spanish (n = 546) and 6722 CDI Words and Sentences 
administrations of children at 16–36 months (2598 female, 2709 male) in English (n = 5576) and 
Spanish (n = 1146). The English and Spanish administrations were independent (i.e., not from the 
same participants). Wordbank contains large amounts of missing data on participant demographics. 
Sex was unknown for 1.1% of the Words and Gestures sample and 25.6% of the Words and Sentences 
sample, all from English administrations. Race and ethnicity were not available for any of the Spanish 
administrations and most (54.6%) of the English; available demographics were 2.4% Asian, 8.3% 
Black, 5.2% Hispanic, 79.6% White, and 4.4% other, based on respondents to either CDI version. 
Education information was not available for 53.8% of the sample; for the remainder, mother's educa-
tion was 21.8% high school or below, 52.8% completed some or all of college, and 24.9% some or all 
of a graduate degree.

2.1.2 | Creating the matched inventories

We created DLL-ES Matched Inventories from Spanish and English CDI short forms. Four adult 
English-Spanish bilinguals with 0–6 years of experience administering English and Spanish CDIs 
compared English and Spanish CDI Words and Gestures short forms (89 and 104 words, respectively) 
and CDI Words and Sentences short forms (100 words each). Two versions exist for English CDI 
Word and Sentences short forms (Fenson, et al., 2000), and so we used Version A. As shown in the top 
panel of Figure 1, percentages of overlapping items were small (23%–28% of words).

Researchers then identified translation equivalents for non-overlapping items to create two 
DLL-ES Matched Inventories—one based on the CDI Words and Gestures short forms (DLL-
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al. 7

ES1, 8–18  months) and one based on the CDI Words and Sentences short forms (DLL-ES2, 
16–30  months). The DLL-ES1 and DLL-ES2 Matched Inventories contain translation equiva-
lents for all non-overlapping CDI short-form items drawn from the other language forms (with 
the exception of 1–3 loanwords per form, e.g., “tortilla”, “uh oh”). The DLL-ES1 Matched Inven-
tory contains words from the original Spanish and English CDI Words and Gestures short forms, 
supplemented with Spanish translation equivalents or English translation equivalents for words that 
appear exclusively on the English short form or the Spanish short form, respectively. Similarly, the 
DLL-ES2 Matched Inventory includes words from the original Spanish and English CDI Words 
and Sentences short forms words, supplemented with Spanish translation equivalents for words 
that appear exclusively on the English short form and English translation equivalents for words that 
appear exclusively on the Spanish short form.

Communicative Development Inventory long forms served as a starting point for identifying 
translation equivalents. For example, “dog” appears on the English CDI Words and Sentences short 
form but not Spanish short form; however, its Spanish equivalent “perro” appears on the Span-
ish CDI Words and Sentences long form, and so “perro” was added to the DLL-ES2 Matched 
Inventory. When a translation equivalent did not appear on the long form of the other language, 
English-Spanish bilingual researchers discussed how to translate the word (e.g., “toast” was trans-
lated as “tostada”). The bottom panel of Figure 1 depicts overlap for items on the DLL-ES Matched 
Inventories. The resulting DLL-ES1 Matched Inventory includes 332 items (166 English, 166 Span-
ish), and the DLL-ES2 Matched Inventory includes 350 items (176 English, 174 Spanish). Both 
DLL-ES1 and DLL-ES2 Matched Inventories contain representative words form all semantic cate-
gories tested on the long-form CDI English and Spanish forms (see Supplementary Material C 
Tables S5-S8).

F I G U R E  1  Overlap of words on Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) short forms and Dual Language 
Learners English-Spanish (DLL-ES) matched inventories. Top panel: Word overlap across the English and Spanish 
CDI Words and Gestures (8–18 months) and the CDI Words and Sentences (16–30 months) short forms. Bottom 
panel: Word overlap on the DLL-ES1 and DLL-ES2 Matched Inventories. Numbers in purple overlap sections indicate 
the number of translation equivalents, numbers in red and blue denote single words (e.g., unpaired). non-overlapping 
numbers (red and blue portions) in the bottom panel indicate loanwords.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al.8

2.1.3 | Creating the extended inventories

Researchers interested in assessing a larger set of words might wish to augment DLL-ES Matched 
forms with additional translation equivalents. We took a multistep approach to expanding the list 
of words already included in the DLL-ES Matched Inventories without imposing undue burden on 
respondents (Figure 2). To create the DLL-ES Extended Inventories, we matched items across English 
and Spanish long forms and then winnowed down candidate words based on predetermined criteria 
(Words already on DLL-ES Matched forms were excluded from this process.)

First, we identified words on one long form that contained translation equivalents on the other long 
form. For example, “train” and “tren” appear on CDI long forms, but not on either short form, and so 
were considered for inclusion in the DLL-ES Extended Inventories. By using words that appear on the 
long forms, we were able to leverage the rich data on Word Bank to assess convergent validity for the 
DLL-ES in our analyses and ensure that selected words were developmentally appropriate for infants 
in the target age range in both languages. Most matches yielded a single translation equivalent for 
inclusion, but some words had multiple options (e.g., “shirt” could match with “camisa” or “play-
era” for the CDI Words and Sentences forms). In such instances, bilingual researchers determined 
which word to include by retrieving candidate items from Wordbank and selecting the closest matched 
word. Items that appeared on one long form only, with no translation equivalent on the other language 
form, were not included (e.g., “foca” appeared on the Spanish long form, but the translation equivalent 
of “seal” was not on the English long form, and therefore was excluded as an option). This matching 

F I G U R E  2  Decision flow chart for word inclusion on the Dual Language Learners English-Spanish (DLL-
ES) extended inventories. Left panel: Process of word selection based on the English and Spanish Communicative 
Development Inventory (CDI) Words and Gestures long forms (8–18 months). Right panel: Process of word selection 
based on the English and Spanish CDI Words and Sentences long forms (16–30 months). The following justifications 
were used to exclude words from inclusion in the extended inventory. Redundant with short form means that the words 
included on the CDI long form were also included on the CDI short form, and are hence, represented in the DLL-ES 
Matched Inventories. CDI words on DLL-ES1/DLL-ES2 means that those words were already drawn from the CDI 
longform to provide translation equivalents for the CDI shortform and are hence, represented in the DLL-ES Matched 
Inventories. No-match words means that the word on the CDI longform in one language did not have a translation 
equivalent on the CDI longform in the other language. Non-concrete word means that the word fell into one of the 
excluded semantic categories (i.e., generic words, descriptive words such as adjectives, pronouns, question words, 
articles and prepositions, conjunctions, and words for people). Fewer than 10% on Wordbank means that for both the 
English and the Spanish, fewer than 10% of the sample in Word bank understood or produced the word for a concept.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al. 9

process yielded 336 words as candidates for inclusion from the CDI Words and Gestures long form 
and 682 from the CDI Words and Sentences long form (Figure 2).

Because the DLL-ES Matched Inventories already included the full range of word classes from 
the CDI forms (e.g., nouns, verbs, prepositions, adjectives, etc), we only considered concrete nouns 
and action verbs for inclusion in the DLL-ES Extended Inventories. This process winnowed down 
candidates for inclusion to 254 words from the CDI Words and Gestures long form and 520 from the 
CDI Words and Sentences long form (Figure 2).

Finally, we pared down the resulting list of concrete nouns and action verbs to include words that 
10% or more children understood or produced in English or Spanish. Percentiles were centered on 
data for 12-month-olds for the CDI Words and Gestures forms and 18-month-olds for the CDI Words 
and Sentences forms. This process resulted in 148 total words (74 English and 74 Spanish translation 
equivalents) from the CDI Words and Gestures forms; and 262 total words (131 English and 131 
Spanish translation equivalents) from the CDI Words and Sentences forms to be used in conjunc-
tion with the DLL-ES Matched Inventories. The resulting DLL-ES1 Extended Inventory contains 
480 items (240 English, 240 Spanish), and DLL-ES2 Extended Inventory includes 612 items (307 
English, 305 Spanish), 42%–55% fewer words than the fully combined English and Spanish CDI long 
forms. Beyond the Extended Inventories, we created a supplementary list of words of math/spatial and 
technology concepts not included in existing CDIs (20 words with translation equivalents for English 
and Spanish); these added words expand options for abstract and contemporary concepts (e.g., circle, 
Google).

2.1.4 | Words from different language varieties

A team of four researchers from different Spanish-speaking nationalities (Chile, Venezuela, Cuba, 
Nicaragua, and Spain) reviewed all words in the DLL-ES Matched and Extended Inventories and 
discussed language variety options. This process yielded 26 items on the DLL-ES1 Inventories with 
possible words from different Spanish varieties (DLL-ES1 Matched Inventory: 8 items; DLL-ES1 
Extended Inventory: 18 items) and 45 items on the DLL-ES2 Inventories (DLL-ES2 Matched Inven-
tory: 14 items; DLL-ES2 Extended Inventory: 31 items). Sometimes, multiple substitutions were 
identified for a single word. For example, “pastel” (“cake”) has options of “tarta”, “torta”, “bizco-
cho”, and “queque”. In such cases, all substitutions were provided to cover a range of language vari-
eties, with the original CDI word bolded on forms (e.g., Spanish options for the term “blanket”: 
cobija/manta/frazada/colcha).

2.1.5 | Analysis plan

After identifying candidate items for the DLL-ES Inventories, we used Item-Response Theory 
(IRT) analyses to test measurement properties (Embretson & Reise, 2013) based on CDI data from 
Wordbank (Frank et al., 2021) and Web-CDI (de Mayo et al., 2021). These psychometric analyses, 
explained below, assessed the convergent validity of the Matched and Extended Inventories for both 
English and Spanish and for each level/age group on the basis of a large database of long form CDI 
administrations.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al.10

Item-Response Theory overview
Item-Response Theory refers to a family of psychometric models that estimate, in their simplest form, 
the latent ability of individuals and the latent “difficulty” of individual items on an instrument, both 
assumed to be normally distributed. Thus, IRT allows researchers to test associations between a latent 
trait of unobservable abilities, such as vocabulary development and performance on an instrument—a 
language assessment like the DLL-ES (McCartney et al., 2006; Millsap, 2010). Item-Response Theory 
models are widely used in the creation of standardized tests and assessments in education and psychol-
ogy, including CDI short forms.

Based on analyses reported elsewhere (Kachergis et al., 2022), 2-parameter logistic IRT models 
yielded information on the difficulty and discrimination of each Spanish and English word on the 
DLL-ES inventories. Our analyses compare the IRT-estimated difficulty and discrimination param-
eters for the translation equivalent Spanish and English “items” (i.e., words), much as psychometric 
comparisons are done across populations or tests (McCartney et al., 2006). To illustrate, the probabil-
ity of a specific word being produced can be plotted against an overall “language ability score” using 
Item Characteristic Curves (ICC), with language ability reflecting a child's total vocabulary, for exam-
ple, As depicted in the ICC of Figure 3a, difficult items (words) are shifted to the right (representing a 
later median age of onset), and easier items (words) to the left of the ability parameter (representing an 
earlier median age of onset). Item discrimination refers to an item's ability to distinguish among  indi-
viduals who differ on the ability. For example, an item (word) with high discrimination will have a 
steeper slope than an item (word) with low discrimination (Figure 3b).

F I G U R E  3  Hypothetical item characteristic curves (ICC) depicting item difficulty and discrimination based 
on Item-Response Theory (IRT) analyses: In an IRT framework, like a z score, the mean for the latent trait (theta) is 
set at 0 and the standard deviation at 1. (a) Difficulty parameter. Example ICC curves for items (words) that differ 
in difficulty (ICCs are illustrative rather than precise, but the difficulty ordering of example words is accurate). The 
X-axis represents the latent trait of language ability (theta) which is centered at 0. The Y-axis represents the percent 
of the population who passes an item (e.g., has a word in their vocabulary). As items shift to the right, difficulty 
increases, because only children with high ability (e.g., overall language skill) pass the item. (b) Discrimination 
parameter. ICC curve items (words) that differ in discrimination. (ICCs are illustrative, rather than precise, but 
discrimination differences between example words are accurate). As the slope of an item's characteristic curve 
increases, the item shows greater discrimination, because it distinguishes between children who can or cannot pass the 
item within a narrow window of ability.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al. 11

Item-level analyses
To ensure comparability in English and Spanish forms, we examined the relative difficulty of words 
in each translation equivalent pair on the DLL-ES Inventories. To do so, we calculated the squared 
difference between the English and Spanish difficulty parameters of each item, represented as stand-
ardized z-scores. Higher values indicate greater mismatch on difficulty level within translation equiv-
alent pairs. For example, “sombrero” is much more difficult (dSP = 2.14) than “hat” (dEN = −1.37), 
resulting in a large squared difficulty difference (dSP - dEN) 2 = 12.33). By aggregating across diffi-
culty parameters of items, we can then compare the overall (average) difficulty of DLL-ES English 
forms to that of DLL-ES Spanish forms to assess equivalence in aggregate item difficulty between 
the two forms.

For the Matched Inventories, the median squared difference in difficulty level of English and 
Spanish words was small (i.e., English difficulty - Spanish difficulty = 0.99). Similarly, the DLL-ES2 
Matched Inventory median squared difference was not excessive (i.e., English difficulty - Spanish 
difficulty = 1.36), although in both cases a small number of items showed large difficulty differences. 
In light of the comparability of English and Spanish word difficulty, and to further allow researchers 
to calculate percentile scores based on original CDI short-form norms, we chose to retain all words in 
the DLL-ES Matched forms.

However, for words in the DLL-ES Extended Inventories, we identified 15 pairs with the larg-
est squared difference scores for replacement. New word pairs that matched the lexical class of the 
dropped pair (e.g., nouns, verbs) were drawn from previously omitted words on the CDI long forms 
to minimize differences. Replacement of the 15 mismatched word pairs reduced the average squared 
difference score on the DLL-ES1 Extended Inventory from 1.12 to 0.60, and from 1.26 to 0.88 for 
the DLL-ES2 Extended Inventory, reflecting minimal differences in difficulty. Moreover, the average 
difference in difficulty level of English and Spanish words (i.e., English difficulty - Spanish difficulty) 
approached zero (final value of 0.01 for the mean English - Spanish ease on the DLL-ES1). Similarly, 
the DLL-ES2 Extended Inventory final difference was minimal (i.e., English difficulty - Spanish 
difficulty = 0.05).

The complete list of DLL-ES1 and DLL-ES2 Extended Inventory word pairs, squared differ-
ence scores for items before replacement, and values for the 15 replacement pairs appear in 
Appendix  S1 (Supplementary Material A Tables  S1 and S2). We also provide information on 
difficulty parameters for all DLL-ES1 and DLL-ES2 Matched Inventory word pairs (with squared 
difference scores on item discrepancy), and a list of 13 word pairs on the DLL-ES1 and 10 
word pairs on the DLL-ES2 that showed substantial divergence. Researchers have the option to 
exclude these items when calculating conceptual overlap (Appendix S2, Supplementary Material 
B Tables S1 and S2).

Content analysis
We ensured that words on the final DLL-ES Inventories (1) varied in difficulty (i.e., the full set of 
words in each language, based on monolingual data from Wordbank, showed a spread such that “less 
difficult” words are acquired at younger ages than “more difficult” words), (2) included frequent words 
in infants' early English and Spanish vocabularies, and (3) covered the range of parts of speech (e.g., 
nouns, verbs, prepositions, articles) and semantic categories (e.g., foods, clothing) on original CDI 
long forms. Importantly, focus on concrete nouns and action verbs for the DLL-ES Extended invento-
ries did not compromise the content validity of words relative to CDI forms because Extended Inven-
tories subsumed all words from the DLL-ES Matched Inventories that already contained these parts 
of speech (and even added to them when supplementary words were included). Therefore,  resulting 
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al.12

forms yield similar word properties and distributions compared to CDI long forms (see Appendix S3, 
Supplemental Material C). Printable versions of the final DLL-ES Matched and Extended Invento-
ries, sortable spreadsheets with all words, translations and provenance, along with lists of excluded 
words, are publicly available on OSF (https://osf.io/qx7h8/) and Databrary (https://nyu.databrary.org/
volume/1168).

2.2 | Results study 1: Measurement properties

Using IRT analyses, we tested whether: (1) the DLL-ES Matched and Extended Inventories corre-
spond to, underestimate, or overestimate vocabulary relative to scores on the CDI long forms, and 
(2) simulated scores on DLL-ES Short and Extended Inventories correlated with scores of individual 
children on CDI long forms.

Six separate models compared DLL-ES inventories to CDI long-form scores. Two of the models 
analyzed vocabulary comprehension for DLL-ES Matched and DLL-ES Extended Inventories for the 
younger age group only (i.e., DLL-ES1). The remaining four analyzed vocabulary production based 
on DLL-ES Matched Inventories and DLL-ES Extended Inventories at younger and older ages (i.e., 
DLL-ES1 and DLL-ES2). To further aid interpretation of findings, we conducted IRT models for 
estimates from original CDI short forms to CDI long form scores to compare with results from the 
DLL-ES Inventory models.

As shown in Figure 4, the DLL-ES inventories showed strong accuracy in predicting estimated 
scores from CDI long forms. Moreover, estimation accuracy of the DLL-ES Inventories to CDI long 
forms was as good as the estimation accuracy of CDI short forms to CDI long forms. Receptive and 
productive scores for English and Spanish DLL-ES1 Matched and Extended Inventories yielded 
only slight underestimation of CDI Words and Gestures long form scores. An exception was a 
small overestimation of English DLL-ES1 Matched and Extended Inventories at higher productive 
vocabulary scores on the CDI Words and Gesture long forms, as seen when blue estimated lines 
in Figure 4b rise above dashed lines. Similarly, the DLL-ES2 Matched and Extended Inventories 
slightly underestimated CDI Words and Sentences vocabulary scores in both English and Spanish, 
as seen when blue estimated lines drop below the dashed lines of Figures 4c and 4f. However, CDI 
short forms likewise yielded slight underestimations overall, and a small overestimation for produc-
tion when compared to estimates of performance based on the CDI Words and Gestures long form 
(see Figure 4 right panels).

We next tested whether the subset of items on the DLL-ES1 and DLL-ES2 Matched and Extended 
Inventories in English and Spanish accurately predicted children's overall vocabulary size on CDI 
long forms (for production and comprehension where relevant). Simulated DLL-ES Inventory scores 
of children showed strong associations with CDI long-form scores on Wordbank (all rs = 0.98–0.99; 
Table 1). Thus, individual differences among children in scores generated by the DLL-ES Inventories 
show near-perfect alignment with scores generated by CDI long forms.

2.3 | Discussion study 1

The DLL-ES1 and DLL-ES2 Matched and Extended Inventories accurately estimate children's CDI 
long form scores, and estimates are as strong as existing CDI short forms. Moreover, the strong meas-
urement properties of the DLL-ES Inventories come with the added benefit of fully matched items 
that diverge minimally in difficulty at the item level and overall.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al. 13

F I G U R E  4  Item-Response Theory (IRT) estimations of Dual Language Learners English-Spanish (DLL-ES) 
inventory and Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) short form scores from CDI long form WordBank and 
Web-CDI data. (a) Estimated English comprehension scores for DLL-ES1 Matched, DLL-ES1 Extended, and CDI 
Words & Gestures short form. (b) Estimated English production scores for DLL-ES1 Matched, DLL-ES1 Extended, 
and CDI Words & Gestures short form. (c) Estimated English production scores for DLL-ES2 Matched, DLL-ES2 
Extended, and CDI Words & Sentences short form. (d) Estimated Spanish comprehension scores for DLL-ES1 
Matched, DLL-ES1 Extended, and CDI Words & Gestures short form. (e) Estimated Spanish production scores for 
DLL-ES1 Matched, DLL-ES1 Extended, and CDI Words & Gestures short form. (f) Estimated Spanish production 
scores for DLL-ES2 Matched, DLL-ES2 Extended, and CDI Words & Sentences short form.

Long form score Language N
r with CDI 
short form

r with DLL-ES 
matched 
inventory

r with DLL-ES 
extended 
inventory

CDI: Words & gestures comprehension English 3696 0.99 0.99 0.99

CDI: Words & gestures production English 3696 0.96 0.98 0.99

CDI: Words & sentences production English 6411 0.99 0.99 0.99

CDI: Words & gestures comprehension Spanish 731 0.99 0.99 0.99

CDI: Words & gestures production Spanish 731 0.98 0.99 0.99

CDI: Words & sentences production Spanish 1383 0.98 0.99 0.99

T A B L E  1  Correlations between Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) long form scores and estimated 
Dual Language Learners English-Spanish (DLL-ES) inventory scores.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al.14

3 | STUDY 2: PROOF OF CONCEPT

We administered the DLL-ES Extended Inventory to mothers of DLL infants as a proof of concept 
to estimate administration time and generate descriptive data on infants' Spanish and English vocab-
ularies. In this proof-of-concept sample, we sought to demonstrate the value of fully matched forms 
for quantifying individual differences among children in total vocabulary size, conceptual vocabulary 
size, and the distribution of words across the two languages. Additionally, we explored whether age 
of acquisition (based on Wordbank data) and phonological similarity (e.g., “sun” and “sol” vs. “dog” 
and “perro”) affected the likelihood of a child having doublets of specific words. These exploratory 
analyses illustrate the type of questions that researchers can ask of larger samples when using the 
DLL-ES Inventories.

3.1 | Method

3.1.1 | Participants

Participants were 10 mothers of 18–24-month-old DLL infants (6 female) (M age = 21.3 months), 
recruited from an existing database, who were interviewed in person (n = 2) or remotely (n = 8). 
Mothers reported speaking to their infants in Spanish at home (with or without speaking English), and 
no other home language exposure. Infants were typically developing and full term. Mothers averaged 
36.4 years (range = 29–47 years), with 9 self-identifying as Hispanic (1 White, 1 Black, 7 more than 
one race), and 1 identifying the father as Hispanic. Four mothers had been born outside the United 
States, and averaged U.S. residency from 12 to 36 years. Six mothers had graduate or professional 
degrees, and the remaining 4 had some college or bachelor's degree. Mothers received digital gift 
cards for their participation. The present study was conducted according to guidelines laid down in the 
Declaration of Helsinki, with written informed consent obtained from a parent or guardian for each 
child before any assessment or data collection. All procedures involving human subjects in this study 
were approved by the Institutional Review Board at New York University.

3.1.2 | Procedures

A fluent English-Spanish bilingual researcher interviewed mothers. The researcher gave examples 
of what was meant by “understanding a word” and/or “producing a word”, and explained that the 
child's pronunciation of the word did not have to be standard (e.g., “raf” for giraffe). The researcher 
read each item on the DLL-ES Matched Forms, beginning with words from the original CDI short 
forms followed by the added Spanish and English translation equivalents, and starting with words 
in the child's dominant language. The researcher then asked about words on the DLL-ES Extended 
Inventories.

An illustrative video of a bilingual experimenter administering the DLL-ES is shared with author-
ized investigators on Databrary (https://nyu.databrary.org/volume/1168/slot/56100/). Videos from all 
sessions are shared on Databrary (https://nyu.databrary.org/volume/1442).

Calculation of age of acquisition
Age of acquisition was determined using monolingual Wordbank data (http://wordbank.stanford.edu) 
for the English American and the Spanish Mexican forms. If age of acquisition data were not available 
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al. 15

for a word in the English American form or the Spanish Mexican form, age of acquisition was calcu-
lated based on other language varieties of English or Spanish. Age of acquisition score was the earli-
est age in months that at least 50% of the cross-sectional sample in Wordbank produced the word. If 
more than 50% of the sample produced the word at 16-months—the youngest age for the Words and 
Sentences form—or fewer than 50% of the sample produced the word at 30-months—the oldest age 
for the Words and Sentences form—an age of acquisition score of 16 or 30 was given, respectively 
(see Appendix S4 Supplementary Material Table D1 for age of acquisition in English and Spanish for 
all doublets).

Calculation of phonological similarity
Phonological similarity of doublets was scored using the Crosslinguistic Overlap Scale for Phonology 
(COSP; Kohnert et al., 2004), a common measure of phonological overlap between languages (e.g., 
Kambanaros et  al.,  2017; Lindgren & Bohnacker,  2020; Simpson Baird et  al.,  2016). The COSP 
assesses four phonological features: initial sound, number of syllables, consonants, and vowels. Each 
feature is rated on a scale of 0–3 (initial sound and consonant overlap) or 0–2 (number of syllables 
and vowel overlap), for a total score of 0–10. A score of zero indicates no phonological overlap 
between words (e.g., “bye” and “adios”) and a score of 10 indicates complete phonological overlap 
(e.g., “photo” and “foto”). We retained 3 word pairs with complete phonological/semantic overlap  that 
appeared on either the English or the Spanish CDI short forms, allowing researchers to generate 
percentile scores for each language.

Three researchers (two native English speakers and one native Spanish speaker) scored the doublets 
included in the DLL-ES. Disagreements were rare, and resolved through discussion (see Appendix S4 
Supplementary Material Table D1 for COSP for all doublets).

3.2 | Results study 2: Illustrative cases

3.2.1 | Administration time

Administration of the DLL-ES indicated low burden. Administration of items on the original CDI short 
forms averaged 3.78 min (range = 1.28–7.78) for the English and 3.75 min (range = 1.35–5.22) for 
the Spanish forms. The DLL-ES supplemented translation equivalents added an average of 2.69 min 
(range = 0.74–4.73) for English words and 2.84 min (range = 1.43–3.92) for Spanish words. In total, 
the DLL-ES Matched Inventory averaged less than 10 min to administer. Items from the Extended 
Inventory added 7.79 min on average (range = 4.00–11.81). Thus, administration of the full DLL-ES 
Inventory (Matched and Extended) averaged less than 20 min. This time burden is substantially lower 
than administration of two long-form CDIs, which can take up to 60 min.

3.2.2 | Spanish and English vocabulary sizes and conceptual overlap

Even in this small test-case, individual differences were striking. Infants produced M  =  158.4 
(SD = 88.8) total words (i.e., crediting each doublet as two words) and M = 124.5 (SD = 70.5) total 
concepts (i.e., crediting each doublet as one concept), but varied on each. Infants' total words, ranged 
from 18 to 274 (Figure 5 top). Similarly, total concepts ranged from 15 to 219.

Infants also differed in the percentages of words they used in English and in Spanish (Figure 5 
bottom). In terms of the distribution of words across the two languages, infants ranged from 23.4% to 
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al.16

F I G U R E  5  Vocabulary size for children in Study 2 whose mothers completed the DLL-ES2; each bar represents 
a child ordered from smallest to largest total vocabulary size. (Top) Number of words produced in English (red), Spanish 
(blue) and both languages (purple) scaled by total combined vocabulary size. (Bottom) Percentage of words produced in 
English, Spanish, and both languages, with children ordered from left to right by total vocabulary size.
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al. 17

78.0% of their words being in English (when using total vocabulary as the denominator). Similarly, 
infants ranged from 22.0% to 76.6% of their words being in Spanish.

Overlapping concepts, relative to the total number of concepts each infant produced, ranged from 
20.0% to 39.5%. The substantial number of concepts for which children had two words (Figure 5) 
aligns with research showing that bilingual infants are more likely than monolingual infants to assign 
two labels to a single referent (e.g., Bosch & Ramon-Casas, 2014; Core et al., 2013; Mancilla-Martinez 
et al., 2011).

Interpreting contributors to overlap: Age of acquisition
Across the 301 concepts tested in both English and Spanish, 142 were produced in both English and 
Spanish by at least one child. Close inspection of the 142 doublets allowed us to examine associations 
between age of acquisition and phonological similarity on the concepts that children were most likely 
to produce in both languages. Of the 142 concepts produced by at least one child in both English and 
Spanish, 139 had age of acquisition data in English and 141 had age of acquisition data in Spanish. Of 
the other 159 words (produced by no child in both English and Spanish), 151 had age of acquisition 
data in English and 152 had age of acquisition data in Spanish.

Age of acquisition was associated with the concepts that infants produced in both languages. 
For doublets produced by at least one child, the average age of acquisition was 22.0 months for the 
English and 22.8 months for the Spanish, within the age range this study examined. In contrast, for 
doublets not produced by any children, the average age of acquisition was 25.9 months for the English 
and 26.0 months for the Spanish, above the age range this study examined. Indeed, age of acquisition 
predicted which words were produced in both languages. It was more likely that at least one infant 
produced the concept both languages when the age of acquisition was lower for the English word, 
z = 7.49, p < 0.001, OR = 1.40, and the Spanish word, z = 6.41, p < 0.001, OR = 1.27, in the doublet.

Interpreting contributors to overlap: Phonology
Crosslinguistic Overlap Scale for Phonology scores were overall low in the sample of words tested 
by the DLL-ES, suggesting limited phonological overlap between early-learned English and Spanish 
words. Moreover, phonological similarity between words did not relate to production of the concept in 
both languages by any child, (z = 1.43, p = 0.153). Nonetheless, the COSP score for doublets that were 
produced by any child was higher (M = 2.90, SD = 2.69) than the average COSP score for doublets 
not produced by any child (M = 2.50, SD = 2.20). That is, doublets with relatively lower phonological 
similarities were less likely to be produced by any child than those with higher similarity, although we 
did not have power to detect differences in this proof-of-concept case.

3.3 | Discussion study 2

We aimed to determine administration time of the DLL-ES and illustrate the type of information that 
matched inventories can yield. Notably, the DLL-ES was easy to administer: The Extended Inventory 
with a full set of translation equivalents averaged under 20 min. Descriptive data illustrate the value of 
the DLL-ES in yielding information on a full set of matched items. Even on this test case sample, the 
DLL-ES yielded substantial differences among infants in total vocabulary, conceptual vocabulary, and 
the distribution of words between Spanish and English, which aligns with the wide variability reported 
by others (e.g., Bosch & Ramon-Casas, 2014).

The words that children produced in both English and Spanish had earlier ages of acquisition (based 
on Wordbank) compared to the words that children produced in one language only. Furthermore, 
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TAMIS-LEMONDA et al.18

doublets indicated low phonological overlap, and in this test-case sample, children were not more 
likely to acquire phonologically similar than dissimilar words. Findings based on large samples across 
multiple languages (that by definition represent a wider a range of phonological similarity), show an 
advantage for word learning for phonologically similar languages (e.g., Bosch & Ramon-Casas, 2014; 
Floccia et al., 2018; Sheng et al., 2016).

4 | GENERAL DISCUSSION

We created the DLL-ES Inventories to measure the vocabularies of English-Spanish DLL infants. 
Despite the wealth of information on the vocabulary development of DLL children, a lack of item 
overlap between CDI language forms limits analytic options and the questions that researchers can 
pursue. Leveraging CDI forms as a starting point, we created cross-language matched forms that allow 
for full concept matching in English and Spanish and include different language variety options for 
Spanish words. Item-Response Theory confirmed that the DLL-ES Inventories accurately estimate 
infants' vocabularies relative to estimated scores on CDI long forms, yield near-perfect associations 
with CDI estimated scores from English and Spanish CDI long-forms, and show minimal differences 
in word difficulty across languages. Findings on a test-case sample of mothers of 18- to 24-month-olds 
confirmed low time burden and revealed wide variation among children in their vocabulary sizes and 
the distributions of their words and concepts across Spanish and English.

4.1 | Uses of the Dual Language Learners English-Spanish inventories

The DLL-ES Inventories offer flexibility in use. Researchers can sort the openly shared spreadsheet 
of words to address their specific goals. They can opt to use Matched Inventories only (sorting by 
“Matched”) or augment with words from Extended Inventories (adding on “Extended”). They can 
choose to present words for each concept in English and Spanish jointly, or sort by Spanish or English 
to begin with a child's dominant language. Dual Language Learners English-Spanish Matched Inven-
tories allow researchers to calculate percentile scores in each language while providing information 
on 164 (DLL-ES1) and 173 (DLL-ES2) overlapping items (relative to 25 and 23 overlapping items in 
original forms). Dual Language Learners English-Spanish Extended Inventories likewise yield percen-
tile scores, and data on a large set of over 300 matched items (concepts) from a variety of semantic 
categories. Researchers can calculate total vocabulary size, by summing the number of words a child 
understands or produces across languages, or conceptual vocabulary, by summing unique concepts.

The DLL-ES Extended Inventories allow researchers to test hypotheses about linguistic, social, 
and developmental influences on DLL language development based on a large set of words. Linguis-
tically, researchers can test whether concepts that are phonologically similar (e.g., sun and sol) are 
more likely to appear in a child's Spanish and English vocabularies than words that are phonologically 
distinct (e.g., hat and sombrero). In terms of social influences, researchers can compare words on 
the DLL-ES Extended Inventories to the words that children and caregivers produce during interac-
tions. Finally, researchers can assess children's vocabularies at different ages to model developmental 
change in how and when the lexicons of DLLs begin to separate, if at all (e.g., DeAnda et al., 2016).

4.2 | Challenges and limitations

We recognize that challenges come with developing tools to study DLL language development. First, 
language variety differences go beyond the words that we added, and we did not include options for 
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English words. However, parents and other caregivers can volunteer information on the child's produc-
tion of regionalisms or translations from different language varieties that can be easily noted via a 
comment section. Researchers should be knowledgeable of the populations they sample, and language 
variety options should accommodate the heterogeneity of U.S. Spanish-speaking communities.

Second, researchers should ideally select a caregiver with knowledge of the child's vocabulary 
in each language (Marchman & Martínez-Sussmann, 2002), although this is not always possible. 
In such cases, researchers should rely on multiple informants who may each bring unique insight 
to children's early emerging vocabulary (de Houwer et al., 2014). Indeed, challenges to accurate 
assessment of the full range of words that infants understand and produce may be compounded 
for parents of DLLs, who must estimate vocabulary across two languages (Marchman et al., 2017; 
Potter et al., 2019).

Third, identifying translation equivalents is not straightforward. Matched inventories assume 
that a true translation equivalent exists for every word, which overlooks subtle differences in mean-
ing among purportedly matched items. Some translation equivalents may have more conceptual 
overlap than others (e.g., “cat” and “gato” are more conceptually similar than “bread” and “pan”) or 
may be more synonymous in one language variety than in another (e.g., how equivalent “bolsa” and 
“cartera” are to “bag”). Furthermore, some concepts have multiple possible translation equivalents 
(e.g., “there” in English has three translation equivalents in Spanish, “allá”, “allí”, and “ahí”). Lack 
of clarity in the words that constitute a concept can lead to overestimation or underestimation of 
DLLs' vocabulary.

Finally, we could have taken several approaches to development of the DLL-ES, such as by match-
ing all items on the English and Spanish CDI long forms. Every approach has strengths and draw-
backs. We elected to match words starting with the CDI short forms because such lists contain fewer 
items than long forms and allow researchers to generate percentile scores. Researchers interested in a 
large number of words can supplement Matched Forms with Extended Inventories at their discretion. 
Our approach, therefore, ensures flexibility for use across a variety of purposes.

4.3 | A living document

We view the DLL-ES Inventories as a living document. We encourage researchers to add new words 
from different language varieties based on caregiver feedback and to recommend updates to word 
lists as needed. For example, existing CDI forms do not capture many contemporary experiences of 
children (e.g., “Alexa” or “Google” are likely known by more children than CDI words of “radio” 
and “cassette”). We therefore compiled openly available lists of math and technology-based words 
for appended use with the DLL-ES Inventories to capture abstract spatial, numerical, and magnitude 
words that are generally acquired in the third year of life, and words for commonly used technologies. 
Researchers can access additional word lists on OSF (https://osf.io/qx7h8/) and Databrary (https://
nyu.databrary.org/volume/1168).

Researchers can submit suggestions at https://forms.gle/TS4z6Au299D2JUxv6. Continual updates 
will be made to DLL-ES Inventories through vetting of new language-variety options by a subset of 
the 32 authors of this manuscript who created the inventories. Updates to the DLL-ES Inventories 
will be conducted with full transparency and include version numbers and dates for tracking across 
studies so that researchers can determine which version(s) to use (e.g., longitudinal research may best 
be served by consistent versions).

The power of norms is well illustrated by Wordbank (Fenson et al., 2007; Frank et al., 2021), 
which includes openly shared CDI vocabulary data from 65,000+ children across several languages. 
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Researchers can compare data across languages, investigate item trajectories across ages, and so 
on. However, a delicate balance exists between standardized assessment and flexibility in adjusting 
vocabulary items to align with change. We acknowledge the tension between establishing and retain-
ing norms versus creating up-to-date vocabulary lists to capture the words that children understand 
and produce.

4.4 | Future directions

We aimed to develop the DLL-ES Inventories and test their convergent validity with existing CDI 
English and Spanish long forms. Future work might examine convergent validity for the same cohort 
of children; examine predictive validity between the DLL-ES Inventories and production data on 
repositories (e.g., TalkBank or HomeBank); and test predictive validity with other measures of 
language or cognitive development. Although our proof-of-concept study illustrated the feasibility 
and potential use cases of the DLL-ES Inventories, the full benefit of the DLL-ES will only be real-
ized through work with large samples—ideally infants from Spanish-speaking families from across 
the United States. Use of the DLL-ES in diverse samples promises to advance an understanding of the 
characteristics and correlates of individual differences in DLLs total and conceptual vocabularies, the 
ages of acquisition of specific words and word classes, and other issues central to bilingual language 
development.

Finally, our open sharing of inventories, psychometric data, analytic code, and videos on test cases 
allows researchers to create matched inventories in other languages (See Abdelwahab et al., 2021). 
Researchers can conduct IRT analyses on the shared psychometric data and phonological similarity 
data to create short forms with fully matched items. Indeed, reliable language data can be obtained 
with as few as 25–30 words (e.g., Floccia et al., 2018; Mayor & Mani, 2019). Vocabulary data based 
on fully matched forms provides the ideal starting point for constructing short forms and extending 
inventories to other languages.

5 | CONCLUSION

Caregiver report is a valuable tool for studying infant language development. We capitalized on the rich 
data generated by CDI forms to construct instruments to quantify the vocabularies of Spanish-English 
DLLs in the United States. As U.S. demographics continue to shift, the need for inclusive measures 
will continue to grow. We encourage researchers to adopt measures that contain full translation equiv-
alents when studying the words that young DLL children know and say.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information can be found online in the Supporting Information section at the 
end of this article.
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